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Starting with a note of success!  Chris Lowe won Gold in the Gentlemen’s Barebow Competition and Sheron achieved 
Bronze for 3rd Lady Barebow at the Braintree Field Shoot on 22nd September 2019.  32 3-D targets proved a qite arduous 
course but all the members who attended enjoyed the day. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Just a few pictures to show what a “proper” field course looks like.  The targets for this particular round are either pictures 
or polystyrene but others can have target faces similar to the ones we use.  You’ll have seen from the last newsletter that 
we hold our field championships on our usual field but it is reasonable preparation for more adventurous events. 
 
There is a permanent Field Course set at Panther Bowhunters near Chelmsford and I believe this can be used for practice 
by Archery GB members and the County Championships have been held there over the years.  Just out of interest, 
Panther were started by former members of Ardleigh, back in the early 1970s. 
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This is Masud Parker, one of our most recent beginners.  Masud was bought a set 
of equipment by a very generous relative when they heard he was trying Archery 
with Ardleigh.  When he told us the equipment was coming, we had concerns that it 
might not be quite suitable for a newer archer, while they are developing their style.   
 
As you can see, we needn’t have worried!  Masud achieved this group shooting the 
full distance of 20 yards on a Portsmouth face on only the second time he’d used 
his new bow.  Even the length of the arrows is spot on and the bow weight is ideal 
for a first bow. 
 
Will Brazier is also doing well.  During the Beginners’ Course, the younger people 
mostly shot at 15 yards but the first time he shot with us after he joined Will tried 20 
yards at a Portsmouth face and took to it like the proverbial “duck to water”. 
 
Of the 19 people who took our beginners’ course 13 have actually joined us and we 
may have another when Nisha gets back from her travels.  All show great promise 
and this winter season should be most interesting! 
 
I’ll take this opportunity to officially welcome Charles, Will, Paul, Matilda, Kerry, 

William, Julia, Alex, Wayne, Masud, Kelly, Chris and Lyra to Ardleigh and wish them all good fortune in the future.  Also, 
welcome to David, John and Minhaj, who joined us earlier in the year.  Best wishes also to Aaron, who has a new job and 
is moving away. 
 
This is the result of our Spoon Shoot held on Sunday 8th September 2019. 

     Archer       Round     H/cap   All  score  total    

1st Ken Dell (LB)       Short Warwick       68    1263  203  1466    

2nd Chris Phillips (BB)     Warwick                 60    1239  225  1464    

3rd Chris Pollard (Rec.)   Warwick                42    1090  336  1426    

4th Sophie Pollard (Rec.) Short Warwick      66    1242  154  1396   

Ken has a subtle skill in winning Spoon Shoots on handicap but usually by not enough alter his handicap rating!   This 
time he shot to a 66 so his handicap rating should come down by one point to 67! 

These are the results of our first Bray 1 Essex League Matches for October 2019. 
 

Bray 1 League Match Results, October 2019       
Recurve Division 1    Recurve Division 3    
Ardleigh ‘A’  Braintree ‘B’   Ardleigh ‘B’  Malgrave  
Chris Lowe 266 Ian Bugbee 273  Wayne Scott 221 Antony Dockerill 232 
Colin Vaughan 256 Martin Crowe 267  Steven Jones 221 Chris Bushell 224 
David Daunys 240 Sam Moir 261  Chris Phillips (BB) 221 Graham Batson 205 
Chris Pollard 239 Adam Roberts 261  Dave Clegg 221 Ian Miller 190 
Paul Campion 233 James Moir 258  Gary Prior 191 Jim Sugden 187 
Totals 1234  1320   1075  1038 
         
Longbow Division 1         
Ardleigh  Tudor       
Ken Dell 163 Alain Jacq 165      
Dennis Kenny 77 Phil Judd 150      
Totals 240  315      
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    Ardleigh Recurve ‘A’ are presently 7th (of 8) in Division 1, Ardleigh Recurve ‘B’ 2nd (of 6) in Division 3 and our Longbow 
Team are 7th (of 8)  in Division 1 of the Longbow League.   
 
Here’s another blast from the past!  When I joined Ardleigh, back when the Earth was young I was part of a very keen 
group who all bought themselves a set of the Rules what was then called the Grand National Archery Society (now rather 
more mundane Archery GB), including a set of handicap tables.  The Rules are always handy to know and these can be 
downloaded from the Archery GB website.  They get up-dated every so often so it’s worth keeping an eye on them.  These 
give instructions on how and where you can shoot.  The handicap tables are another matter. 
 
We live in the age of the computer and both our Records Officers (Dave Clegg Indoor and Paul Campion Outdoor) use a 
system from “Golden Records”.  Coming from an age just after the wheel was invented, I have an inherent distrust about 
leaving things to the computer.  The reason we all  got a set of Handicap tables was so we could check on whether our 
scores were being correctly recorded by the Records Officer.  We only had one then, as we never shot indoors and at 
that time there were no indoor Recurve, Barebow and Longbow handicap tables anyway, we used a system I created 
which was similar to the one we use now for our annual Field Championships and it seemed to work quite well, based on 
three scores shooting three of the Indoor Rounds we shot then, at 15 yards.  (Archery GB must have picked up on this, 
as handicaps are based on 3 scores now!) 
 
We generally shoot just 4 types of round indoors; the Portsmouth (60 arrows, 20 yards, 60cm. face, shot in ends of 3), 
WA 18 metres (60 arrows, 40cm. face, shot in ends of 3), Worcester (60 arrows shot in ends of 5, 40 cm. 5 zone black 
face with a white spot to the centre) and the Bray 1 (30 arrows shot in ends of 3, 40 cm. face.  All the rounds bar the 
Worcester begin with 2 ends of 3 “sighting” arrows that aren’t scored except the Worcester, where you only get 5. 
 
When an archer has completed three of these rounds, on different occasions, then they will get a handicap rating.  We 
have lots of Handicap awards at Ardleigh.  Please don’t wait until you feel you are “good enough” to put scores in, as the 
first scores you shot will give you a rating and the earlier you do this the better, as the system certainly favours the newer 
archers, who will be improving a lot quicker than our more established members who, regrettably, miss out almost every 
time (except, as mentioned previously, Ken!).  There are exceptions to this, as when there are no newer archers shooting 
then whoever shoots to their handicap stands a good chance of winning if the others go down the proverbial pan! 
 
I will willingly explain how the handicapping system works to anyone who is interested.  It’s quite logical although people 
generally now view it as a dark and arcane art administered by a modern variant of a Druid priest.  This is because they 
don’t have a set of tables to check it for themselves. 
 
While on the subject of self-sufficiency, the second thing we bought, back in the day, was a small fletching jig.  If you have 
only 8 arrows and you do a “Robin Hood you could well, even if only temporarily, be down to 6.  If you are in the middle 
of an archery field, having one at home isn’t much help.  When you buy your arrows made up, get some spare fletchings 
and nocks, and some suitable glue.  I’m still old-fashioned enough to prefer one of the glues that remain flexible for 
attaching them as some of the instant glues available now seem to be a little brittle. 
 
Just a note that one of our former members, Sarah Bettles, is in 4th place in the National Rankings and at the National 
Series Finals in October just missed out from a place in the finals in a one arrow shoot off having tied her match with 
Naomi Folkard and then missed out in the Bronze medal match, again in a one-arrow shoot-off with Bryony Pitman.  Sarah 
really has done amazingly well and I always say to her that “the best is yet to come!”. 
 
 
By virtue of our finishing as champions of Division 3 after the final matches in September, it would seem that we will be 
going up the heady reaches of Division 2.  A number of clubs seem to be experiencing difficulty in fielding teams so it 
remains to be seen whether there is a Division 3 at all next season but we won’t know the fixtures until after the County 
AGM next February.    Please bear in mind that the round shot in the Essex Summer League is the Albion, which consists 
of 6 free “sighter” arrows at 80 yards, then 36 scoring arrows at that distance, then 36 at 60 yards and 36 at 50 yards, 108 
arrows in all. Newer members may be unaware of the criteria used by the Chair and Outdoor Records Offer’s deliberations 
in our Team Selection Process.  These, to a certain degree, are based on potential scores but the main criteria (reproduced 
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from the Outdoor Records Officer’s Report to our AGM in 2008.)  are listed below. I don’t think you’ll need many guesses 
to know which one is used most often! 
 
1 Any member of our Club who can hit the target at 80 yards with 6 scoring arrows. 

 
2 Any member of our Club who can occasionally hit the target at 80 yards with 6 arrows, including those hitting the 

skirt. 
 
3 Any member of our Club who can get any arrows near to the boss at 80 yards, including the skirt, or in the grass 

nearby! 
 

4 Any member of our Club breathing who can get to the League match! 
 

This is a trophy presented to our Club by Tom and Iris Major (Pilgrim Archers).  I’ve known 
Tom and Iris since the early 1970s and Jim and Jann were friends of theirs since the early 
1960s! Tom and Iris have extensive knowledge of things Archery and have coached 
archers up to National level and, as you can see, Tom makes a lovely trophy. 
 
We’ve discussed this in Committee at some length and have decided (with the agreement 
of Tom and Iris) that this prize will be awarded, with an accompanying medal, to a member 
having more than two years’ membership who finishes 
with the highest score on handicap in any of our monthly 
spoon shoots or at three of our Club annual 
championships, Indoor Target, Outdoor Target and WA 
1440. 

As mentioned above, Kelly 
started with us in October 
and this picture shows great 
promise.  The arrow in the 
10 ring followed the one in 
the previous end that took 
the cross out.  This was 
followed by another which 
created an “ace of clubs” 
pattern in the centre!  This  

was only the second time that Kelly had shot her new bow at the Club! 
 
Ken Dell took the picture to the right which shows an archer who has been shooting with our Club for a while.  (These 
are Ken’s words, which he felt should go in a newsletter). “I present an all too rare photo of an archer performing with 
style and form. you approached the shooting line calm and with purpose.” (Ed. I can see his drawing elbow is a touch 
high!) I can see the words floating above your head “pull the string back to the face and firm your fingers under your 
chin; use your back muscles, your fingers are just hooks” and “once released keep your bow arm up until the arrow 
hits”. I can confirm you did keep your arm up until the arrows hit and you used your back. Let’s see more of you 
shooting in the new year. “ 
 


